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2017 Supplier survey scores

N = 1683
Average score = 36
8% increase from 2016
2017 Highest scoring categories

Scored 60 or over, at least five suppliers

Specialty crops
- Apples and pears
- Berries and grapes
- Cucumbers, melons, & squash
- Flowers, ornamentals, & garden plants
- Lettuce and leaf vegetables
- Nuts and seeds
- Root vegetables
- Stone fruit
- Tomatoes, peppers, & eggplants
- Tropical and specialty fruits

Computers

Copy & printer paper

Feminine and nursing hygiene

Household paper products
Taking action to improve

88% of respondents did something in 2017 to improve their KPI scores

- Worked with suppliers
- Internal communication & data systems
- Changed processes
- Changed product or packaging
- Public disclosure

* Percentage shown is of those who took any action

Sample size = 63
Change in scores (2015-17)
KPI-level scores

Less zeros
More 90-100% responses
Supply chain GHG - Textiles

Greenhouse gas emissions - Supply Chain (all suppliers)

- Apparel
- Home
- Other

Average of 2015 Supply chain
Average of 2016 Supply chain
Average of 2017 Supply chain
Manufacturing GHG intensity - Textiles

Average GHG emissions intensity
Suppliers reporting both 2016 and 2017

Duplicate values and outliers removed
Value of engagement

Those engaged all three years have 28% higher score.